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A RELATION BETWEEN OBSTRUCTIONS AND

FUNCTIONAL COHOMOLOGY OPERATIONS

ROBERT D. LITTLE

ABSTRACT.    In a recent paper, P. Olum developed a formula which

relates the obstruction to an extension and the induced homomorphism

in cohomology.   In the present paper, we develop an analogous formula

which relates the obstruction to an extension and a certain functional

cohomology operation.   This operation is a generalization of the stan-

dard functional cohomology operation of Steenrod.   Olum showed that his

formula is particularly useful when the range space of the extension

problem is one of the classifying spaces BU, BO, or BSp.   Our formula

is also useful in this context and we show that it can be used to com-

pute the obstruction in certain situations where the Olum formula fails.

1. Introduction.  In [7]> Olum develops a formula which relates an ob-

struction in an arbitrary dimension to the induced homomorphism of cohomol-

ogy groups.    In this paper, we state an analogous theorem which relates the

obstruction to an extension and a certain functional cohomology operation.

We apply this formula to extension problems where the range space is one of

the classifying spaces BU, BO, or BSp.   Let (X, A) be a CW pair and /: A —•

Y a map with   Y, the mapping cylinder of /.   Assume that rty(Y) acts trivi-

ally on u .(Y) for all i.   If 77 £ Hs +  (G, r; E) is a primary operation, it maps

the cohomology sequence of the pair  (X U Y,,  Y.) in dimension r into the se-

quence in dimension s + 1.   This commutative diagram of groups defines a

functional cohomology operation

Afrj: HT(Y; G) HS+1(X, A; E)

with indeterminacy equal to the image of r] plus the image of ¿5/   .   We inter-

pret the Hurewicz homomorphisms as a map  ß  (Y; E) —> Hom(z7  (Y), E).

Theorem 1.  Let (X, A) be a CW pair and f: A —> y zz map.   Suppose that

-
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the extension obstruction  0s +   (/)  is nonvoid and that Sf    has image zero

in Hs+  (X, A; E).   If r¡ £ ßs+1(G, r; E) is a stable primary operation and

y £ Hr(Y; G) is in the kernel of r¡, there is defined a set of homomorphisms,

\f    : rr (Y) —' E\ which is a congruence class modulo the image of the Hure-
ytt       s

wicz homomorphism and has the following properties.

1. The set f *0S + 1(/) is independent of f „ and f ,0s + 1(f) = A r¡(y)

(mod image 17).

2. // [g] £ rr (Y), the functional operation r¡ (y) is defined and \f „[g]:

In the next three theorems, 8  P    denotes the primary operation obtained

by composing reduction mod p, the Steenrod power P , and the Bockstein

8 .   We denote the Chern class in ß '(BU; Z) by c(z'), the Pontryagin class

in ß '(BO; Z) by p(i), and the symplectic class in H z(BSp; Z) by y(i).   In

Theorem 3, a   = 1 if zz is even, 2 if zz is odd, and ab    =2.
'    n n  n

Theorem 2.   Let (X, A) be a CW pair and f: A —• BU a map.   Suppose

that  O "+   (/) z's nonvoid and 8f   c(n) = 0.   For et/ery prime  p < n - 1,

p-l„!02"+ !(/) = A^S Px)(c(fi -p + D) (mod image r^P1).

Theorem 3.  Let  (X, A) be a CW pair and f: A —> BL zz map, where L =

0 or Sp.   Suppose that  04n + 1(/) z's nonvoid and 8f*p(n) = 0 if L = 0 or

8f  y(n) = 0 if L = Sp.   For every odd prime  p = 2&(p) + 1 such that p<2n-l,

anp-\2n)\0An+1(f) s A^^Aipin - kip))) (mod image S^P1),

zzzizz7

ènp-1(2«)!04"+ H/) ■ A/S P'XyU - *(p))) (mod image S^1).

Theorem 4.  Let  (X, A) ¿>e zz CW pair and f: A —> BU zz zrzflp.   Let the

prime p be the smallest torsion coefficient of the group  H (X, A; Z) and

suppose that for each group  H     +   (X, A; Z), zz// oi/zer torsion coefficients

are strictly larger than k - 1.   7/ dimension  (X - A) < 2n + 2 and p <n - 1 <

2p - 1, i/ze/z / extends over X if and only if 8f  c(i) = 0, 1 < i < n, and

0 £ A^S P lXc(; - p + 1)),       p + 1 < / < n.

The relations between the above obstructions and the characteristic

classes are as follows:
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(n - l)!02n+ Kf) = 8f*cin),       apn - l)!04"+ »(/) = 8f*pin),

and

/zn(2«-l)!04"+1(/) = 5/*yU)-

(See [7, p. 95].)   These formulas imply that if ß   (X, A; Z) is torsion free

and H   (X, A; Z   )= 0, homotopy classification and extension of mappings

with range space BU, BO, or BSp can be accomplished with characteristic

classes.   (Also see [9].)   Theorems 2, 3, and 4 give some information on

this type of homotopy classification or extension problem when  H   (X, A; Z)

is not torsion free.

There are versions of the above theorems for the relative homotopy

problem which can be obtained by replacing 8f    by the difference homomor-

phism

if-g)*: HriY; G) — ßr(X, A; G)

and A  77 by the corresponding homotopy operation

A/g77: H'iY; G) -* HsiX, A; E).

It g is the constant map, A      77 = 77..   (See [4].)    These theorems apply to

the homotopy classification problem for maps from a lens space into a

classifying space.   If  L  "     (zzz) is a generalized lens space with fundamen-

tal group Z   , let p, < p2 < - • • < p    be the prime divisors of zzz.   We state

theorems for maps from a lens space into BU or BO.   The corresponding Bip

theorem is obtained by replacing the condition n 4 0 (mod 4) in the BO

theorem with the condition n 4 2 (mod 4) and by replacing Pontryagin

classes with symplectic classes.

Theorem 5.  Let j, g: L     +  (zzz) — BU be a pair of maps and suppose

that p   < p   < • • • < p   < « - 1 < 2pj - 1 for some s such that 1 < s < t.

Then f ^ g  if and only if f  c(i) = g*c(i), 1 < i < », and

0 £ A.   (5   P Aicij - p, + 1)),       p. + 1 < / < «, !</<

Theorem 6.  Let f, g: L n+  (zzz) —• BO be a pair of maps and suppose

that m is odd, n 4 0 (mod 4), and py < p2 < • • • < Ps < n - 1 < 2p, - 1 for

some s such that 1 < s < t.   Then / ~ g if and only if f  p(i) = g*p(i), 1 <

i < p   - 1, and
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OeA^p'X^'-iKí,))),      kip¡) +l<j<Py- 1,    l<l<s.

2. Proofs of theorems.  We sketch the proofs of the above theorems.

Details of the proofs are found in [4].   The set of homomorphisms in Theo-

rem 1 is obtained by using the operation r) to construct a two-stage Postni-

kov system  K(G, r; E, s, 77) —• K(G, r) with Eilenberg-MacLane invariant 77.

If y: Y — K(G, r), there are liftings ot y, f • Y — K(G, r; E,s, 77), because

r¡(y) = 0 and the set of homomorphisms in the theorem is just the set of maps

of homotopy groups induced by the liftings»   Thé space   K(G, r; E,s, 77) is

a loop space because 77 is stable, and so it is easy to use the exact mapping

sequence of the fibration   K(G, r; E, s, 77) —> K(G, r) to show that this set

is a congruence class modulo the image of the Hurewicz homomorphism.   The

fact that /  ,0s +   (f) is independent of / #   follows from Olum's formula re-

lating 0s + 1(f) and 8f*.   (See [7, p. 84].)   The formula

/ *0S + \f) s A,7i(y) (mod image 77)
y I

means that /  ,0s + 1(/) is contained in A,rf(y).   This follows from the fact

that A/   ,77 computes the second obstruction to extending the composite map

y

/  / (see [6]), and standard naturality properties of obstructions and opera-

tions.   The formula in property 2 is proved by using F. Peterson's definition

of functional cohomology operations.   (See [5, p. 157], or [10].)

Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1.   Because BU has no odd-dimensional

cohomology, 8  P (c(n — p + 1)) = 0, and so the set of homomorphisms 1/  #:

z7    (BU) —' Zj  is defined.   It follows from Bott's result on the Hurewicz

homomorphism in BU (see [2] or [7, p. 93]) that this set is a congruence

class modulo (zz - 1)!, and we show that if  [g] £ rr.  (BU) is a generator, then

/^„[g] s p~  n\ (mod (n - 1)1).   This is established by using the second for-

mula in Theorem 1 to show that

fpIg] = Í8P1) icin -p+D) (mod in - l)l).
'ntl 6 p        g

This functional operation can be computed if we can compute

g  pi. H2(n-p+l\g.  Z)  _H2n+l(g.  z)_

This is done with the aid of a formula of Serre and Borel on the action of P

on H   (BU; Z  ) (see [l]), and a Hilton-Eckmann decomposition of BU having

one cell for each homology generator which makes it possible to compute
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the Bockstein

Sp:H2"ig;Zp)-^H2"+1ig;Z).

Theorem 3 follows easily from Theorem 2 and well-known properties of the

mappings  BL -> BU, L = 0 or Sp.   (See [3] or [7, p. 93].)

Theorem 4 is proved by showing that under hypotheses of the theorem,

the containment formula in Theorem 2 is an actual equality in every relevant

dimension.   The proof uses a difference formula for obstructions due to

Olum (see [8]) and F. Peterson's theorem on the orders of the ¿-invariants

in the Postnikov system of BU.   (See [9].)   W. Singer's theorem on the

divisibility of integral Chern classes (see [ll]) is used to compute the

orders of the images of the ¿-invariants in the cohomology of the Postnikov

system of a connective fibering of BU.   These images act as higher order

cohomology operations to compute the difference between obstructions in

Olum's difference formula.

Theorems 5 and 6 follow from Theorems 2 and 3.   In dimensions less

than 2zz + 1, the cohomology of  L  "+   (zzz) with integer coefficients is  Z     in

even dimensions and 0 in odd dimensions, and so the characteristic classes

do not determine the obstructions because of the presence of torsion, while

our obstruction formulas are equalities with zero indeterminacy.   In the real

and symplectic cases, the extra obstruction in dimension 2n + 1  is zero

because n-2n + l(B°) = 0 if zz ̂  0 (mod 4) and rr2      t(BSp) = 0 it n 4 2 (mod 4).

The results described in this note constitute part of the author's doc-

toral thesis [4],   I wish to thank Professor Paul Olum for his advice.
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